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Editor’s Message 
 

Last month we wished all the mothers a Happy Mother’s Day, so it is only 

fitting that this month we wish all the fathers a Happy Father’s Day for all you 

did to help shape us or all you do to help share and guide your children.  Ah, 

fathers and mothers!  Where would we be without them? 

This is a big issue.  As well as our regular features we have another in our series 

of Member Profiles, this time looking at council member Jim Sofia.  Our 

feature article this month is Bob Olson’s look at Cassini, the man for whom the 

recent Saturn probe was named.   

Last month we mentioned that a mosquito repellant system was being installed 

at the FLO.  There will be one on each mound.  That work is underway as I 

write this, and things should be functional in the next week or so.  Instructions 

on its use will be sent to the membership and be posted in the warm room.  For 

those of you who are interested, there are many YouTube videos on this 

product.  Here is a link to get you started. https://youtu.be/RQwbp7iFfLw  or do 

a search for Nutone Haven.  It is very easy to use, simply press the “ON” button 

and the system will stay on for 4 hours before shutting off automatically.  If you need to shut it off earlier, or to 

turn it back on, just push the same button.  When it is first turned on it will take about 15 minutes to become 

effective. 

More good news.  Our Public Star Parties are back.  I am writing this on Saturday morning, June 4th and I have 

just received the email confirming a GO for the event.  This will be the first public star party in over 2 years.  I 

know many of you have missed these outreach events as have members of the public and it is wonderful to have 

them back.  Thanks for organizing them Andrea. 

 

Clear skies and stay safe, 

Gordon 
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Ottawa Skies 
By David Chisholm 

 

 

June 14 - Full Moon, Supermoon. The Moon will be located on the opposite side of the Earth as the Sun and its 

face will be fully illuminated. This phase occurs at 11:52 UTC. This full moon was known by early Native 
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Americans as the Strawberry Moon because it signaled the time of year to gather ripening fruit. It also coincides 

with the peak of the strawberry harvesting season. This moon has also been known as the Rose Moon and the 

Honey Moon. This is also the first of three supermoons for 2022. The Moon will be near its closest approach to 

the Earth and may look slightly larger and brighter than usual. 
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Mercury  

Rise/Set 04:55/19:05 -> 04:12/19:28 

June 16 - Mercury at Greatest Western Elongation. This is the best time to view Mercury since it will be 

at its highest point above the horizon in the morning sky. Look for the planet low in the eastern sky just 

before sunrise. 

 

 Venus 

Visible before sunrise. 

Rise/Set 03:48/17:20 -> 03:29/18:27 

 Mars 

Visible before sunrise. 

Rise/Set 02:22/14:47 -> 01:35/14:44 
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 Jupiter 

Visible before sunrise 

Rise/Set 02:47/13:48 -> 00:51/13:03 

 

 Saturn 

Visible before sunrise. 

Rise/Set 01:14/11:13 -> 23:16/09:16 

 

 Uranus 

Visible before sunrise. 

Rise/Set 04:09/18:25 -> 02:19/16:38 
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 Neptune 

Visible before sunrise 

Rise/Set 02:20/13:53 -> 00:26/12:00 

 

 

 

 

Member Profiles 
Jim Sofia 

Could you give our readers a little bit of info about your background? 

 

I grew up in Brooklyn New York. My background is in education and psychology.  I taught special education 

classes in New York City and the South Bronx in the early 70’s then pursued a doctorate in Educational 

Psychology at UC Berkeley.  I have spent most of my career as a psychologist in the public school system 

performing a broad range of clinical activities.  I met my first wife in Montreal and ended up settling here in 

Canada.  I dabbled in a variety of hobbies over the years including pastel drawing, stained glass design, piano, 

nature walks, meditation, and, of course, astronomy. 

 

How did you get into amateur astronomy? 

 

I have always had an interest and curiosity in astronomy.  I particularly remember a camping trip from New 

York to California back in the 70’s where I gazed up at the sky at a dark site and was in awe of the experience – 

no words to describe it but I knew something was going on.  Many years later, I observed a conjunction of the 

moon and a planet, Venus I believe, and wondered how that would appear in the eyepiece of a telescope.  So, I 

bought my first scope, a Celestron 8” SCT, and the rest is history. 
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What excited you about it? 

 

For me, astronomy sparked a genuine curiosity and a reverence for life.  It touches upon the seen and the 

mystery of the unseen, i.e., the science of the natural world as we learn more about it as well as the existential 

questions that one poses about spirituality and causality.  This still excites me to this day! 

   

What aspects of the hobby have particularly held your interest? 

 

My interest in astronomy over the years has broadened. I have had periods of heightened interest in a variety of 

different aspects.  This is what I find so special about this hobby.  I started out observing the moon, planets and 

some deep sky objects. Well, if you want to get serious about observing deep sky objects, aperture fever 

eventually kicks in!  I went from an 8-inch scope to a 12-inch scope to an 18-inch Dobsonian which was fully 

computerized with a 40,000 object library, Go-To function, and tracking.  
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 I thoroughly enjoyed trekking to dark sites like FLO, North Frontenac and Foymount.  Coupled with that was 

carrying a good pair of binoculars to take in star clusters, the Andromeda galaxy, the intricacies of our own 

Milky Way galaxy, etc.   

As the years passed, I began to notice how others were using high tech cameras like Mallincam. This enabled 

them to capture “live” images on the computer screen of many more galaxies and nebulae with astounding 

clarity and color that I was not able to see through the eyepiece because they were too faint and far away. Both 

experiences have their own value, however now, with the right light pollution filter, I can additionally enjoy 

astronomy without leaving home, from the comfort of my city balcony! 

 

 
Another aspect of astronomy that I enjoy is outreach: setting up my gear with others and showing the public 

views of the moon and planets.  I belong to several Astronomy clubs in the area including RASC, OAOG, OAF 

and DSOEO.  This helps to organize outings and outreach events. COVID has dampened this activity recently, 

but it is coming back!  

  

What kinds of observing do you do? 

 

I use binoculars to observe the moon, planets, the structure of the Milky Way, and star clusters.  I have a solar 

scope (Lunt 60mm Ha) that I use with an eyepiece and through a video camera (Mallincam) for on-screen 

observation and captures.  The sun is very dynamic.  We are in a solar maximum period so there will be more 

activity to see. I have two refractors for planetary, moon and deep sky that I can use with an eyepiece or with 

the camera.  I also have a Celestron 8 HD with an Alt-AZ Evolution mount that I can use with an eyepiece or 

with the camera.  I just sold my 18” Dob for practical reasons, though I have fond memories of the joy it 

brought me. 
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Sun Lunt 60Ha DS10c-TEC  AutoStakkert TS Ottawa Apr 20 2022 

 

 
Jupiter, Europa and Io 
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 Moon 

 

 
NGC 1499 California Nebula WO 61mm f4.7 DS 10c-TEC G45 12x15sec IDAS NBX TS  Ottawa Nov 8, 2021 
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NGC 6992 Eastern Veil SCT8 DS10c-TEC G80 Exp5x28sec Optolong L-eNhance Boundary Rd Oct4'19 

 

 
NGC 7380 Wizard SCT8 DS10c-TEC 0.5 FR G68 15x20sec L-eNhance Topaz Studio Ottawa Sept 2 

2020processed 
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NGC 7000 North America WO 80mm DS10c-TEC G118 15x26sec L-eNance Topax Studio   Dksite July 17 

2020 

What connections has the hobby made to the rest of your life? 

 

Aside from what I have already mentioned, I have made friends with many warm, likeminded people and have 

learned so much from their knowledge and science expertise.  I am pleased to be part of the RASC and 

currently sit as a member of council. 

  

What advice would you give to novice amateur astronomers? 

 

There are many aspects of astronomy for one to enjoy.  The love of the night sky can be appreciated in many 

forms.  I would start with learning about the constellations and how to recognize them in the night sky visually 

and with binoculars as the seasons change.  In terms of telescopic equipment, one needs to experiment.  Attend 

star parties and outreach events and look through various scopes that folks have and ask questions.  Don’t be 

shy, it’s all cool.  Fellow astronomers are always eager to share their knowledge. Check out the monthly 

meetings at the RASC as well and investigate other local groups.  Consider buying used equipment after getting 

some advice from more experienced users.  For members, the RASC has options to use telescopic equipment 

for periods of time. In my experience, I have met many knowledgeable people willing to help and share their 

learning and passion with others.  It’s an amazing hobby. 
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Cassini  
By Bob Olson 
 

 
This article is about Cassini but what do we know about Cassini? We recognize the name, but what do we know 

about the man. Before I start you might have noticed two names in the title. The first is his Italian birth name 

and the second in brackets is the name he adopted when he moved to France when he was 43. Both are used in 

literature and are a source of some confusion. 

 

 
Everybody associates Cassini with Saturn, in particular the division in the rings which is named Cassini’s 

division. 
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We are also familiar with the Cassini spacecraft which spent 13 years exploring Saturn and eventually was 

crashed into the planet when the mission was finished. 

 

 
Cassini was certainly part of the physics courses that I taught in a past life. But they featured his most famous 

discoveries. I really didn’t know much about his life. When researching this article Michael Wilson, our 

meeting chair, recommended the book, A History of the World in 12 Maps. You might ask, “What on earth do 

maps have to do with a famous astronomer?” We will get to that later. 
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Cassini was born in Perinaldo, Italy. Interestingly, when I looked for this town on Google maps it highlights the 

Cassini Museum. One of the reviews listed states that this museum, “Will allow you to discover who this 

brilliant astronomer was!”  

 

 
You can see from this modern photo of Perinaldo that it is a very picturesque town. 

Cassini was raised here by his uncle, his mother’s brother.   
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He studied at the Jesuit College in Genoa under Casselli. 

 

 
 

He then studied at the Abbey of San Fruttuoso. It was astrology that interested him in astronomy. He soon 

became an expert astrologer which I find hilarious as he had no personal belief in it at all. He felt that astrology 

had no ability to make predictions of the future whatsoever. But it was astrology that led to his first professional 

position. 
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When compared to the school where I taught, the Abbey of San Fruttuoso is much more elegant. 
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In 1644 the Marquis Cornelio Malvasia offered Cassini a position at the Panzano Observatory which he was 

constructing at that time. The Marquis was a senator from Bologna and a very rich amateur astronomer. He was 

also an ardent believer in astrology, which is why he hired Cassini. 

 
This map shows the position of Bologna in Italy. 
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The Panzano Observatory still exists. 

 

 
At the Panzano Observatory he was able to continue his science studies under the outstanding Jesuit scientists 

Riccioli and Grimaldi. Grimaldi later discovered diffraction. 
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In 1650 Cassini became a professor of astronomy and mathematics at the University of Bologna. Besides his 

obvious talents he was supported by the Marquis Malvasia who wielded a lot of political power in Bologna. 
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The University of Bologna was founded in 1088 and has been in continual operation for 934 years. This makes 

it the oldest continually running university in the world. 

 
One of Cassini’s predecessors as Professor of astronomy and mathematics had been Egnatio Danti. He had been 

appointed in 1576. He had built a sundial which instead of a shadow to tell the time used a hole in the roof as 

sort of a big pinhole camera. The image on the floor traces the path of the sun as it moved across the sky. 

 
Except the roof he used was on the Church of San Petronio, one of the largest Christian churches ever built. As 

you can see it is pretty big. Additions to the building had blocked this monstrous pinhole camera so Cassini 

sketched a plan for a new and larger one. The roof is 219 feet above the floor. This new and better version was 

apparently difficult to build but using his plans the rebuild was a success. 
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The much larger image of the sun’s disk allowed him to measure changes in the sun’s diameter as the earth 

moved away and toward the sun. He concluded that the changes in size were consistent with Kepler’s 

heliocentric theory where the earth moved around the sun in an elliptical orbit. 

 

He published his results in 1665. 

 
Cassini was also interested in engineering and hydraulics. He served as an expert on river management for the 

Pope and was appointed superintendent of the waters of the ecclesiastical states. The Pope asked him to take 

holy orders, but Cassini was more interested in his post as a professor, so declined the offer. 
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In 1664 Cassini was able to observe with powerful new telescopes made by the excellent lens maker Giuseppe 

Campani of Rome. At this time Campani was the best maker of optical instruments in the world. He was an 

expert in grinding and polishing lenses, especially for very long focal length aerial telescope objectives. He was 

very secretive about his methods only sharing his techniques with his daughter. 

When Cassini finally got to France in 1669 King Louis XIV of France ordered several long focus telescopes 

from Campani for Cassini to use at the Paris Observatory. These had focal lengths of 86, 100, and 136 feet. In 

1871 one of his 10-foot telescopes was tested and found to be quite good with a magnification of about 20 

times. 

 

 
Using these scopes Cassini was able to measure the length of a Martian day by watching the planet rotate on its 

axis. He was able to measure the length of the day on Jupiter, discovered the bands and spots on Jupiter and saw 

that the planet was flattened at its poles.  
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I have looked at Jupiter many times through a telescope, some of them really excellent scopes. Often the view is 

similar to this image. I have never noticed that Jupiter was flattened at its poles and bulges at the equator. It is 

not that obvious so the fact that Cassini noticed it is quite surprising to me. 

 

But when I show this image next to a 90 degrees rotated copy, the flattening is obvious. This photo was taken 

by amateur astrophotographer William Dembowski, who calls himself the Wizard of Elton. 

 
Later in France Cassini would suggest that the earth bulged at the north and south poles. I will mention this later 

in the talk, but I was surprised that he didn’t make the connection between earth and Jupiter. 

 

 
Very few scientists are paid to do pure science. Almost always there was some ulterior motive to scientific 

research. In the case of Cassini, it was astrology. People needed to know about the motions of the heavens so 

that they could make better astrological predictions. But the governments of the world had another reason for 

knowing the sky and that was navigation. If you know the sky well enough, you can know exactly where you 
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are on earth. But to find longitude you not only need to know where the stars are but when they are there. 

Galileo suggested using the moons of Jupiter to do this. 

 

 
The moon that Galileo and Cassini were interested in was Io as it is closest to Jupiter and thus heads into the 

shadow once every 42 ½ hours. If you could make a table that listed the future eclipses of Io these could be used 

as a clock to figure out longitude. Later in the presentation I will describe how this can be done but right now 

let’s just look at the problems of making this chart. 
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The first challenge is that Jupiter is not always the same distance from Earth. Both the earth and Jupiter have 

slightly elliptical orbits, but the main problem is we are not always observing Jupiter from the same spot in our 

own orbit around the sun. Here is a diagram from my childhood. It shows looking at Jupiter from E1 and then 

again at E2. You can see that the light from Jupiter will travel further getting to earth at E2. Cassini noted that 

the light took 20 or 22 minutes longer to travel across the earth’s orbital diameter. At this time the speed of light 

was thought to be infinite so even though he saw it, he didn’t believe it. He figured the timing difference must 

be caused by something else. 

 

Just a note from my high school years. When I first saw this diagram I thought, how can you see Jupiter from 

E2 when the sun is in the way. Well, you can’t. In this orientation Jupiter is up during the day, and although we 

might see Jupiter through a telescope, if we knew exactly where to look, we certainly couldn’t see an eclipsing 

Jovian satellite. 
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Seven years later this fine gentleman, Danish astronomer Roemer, was working for Cassini at the Paris 

Observatory. He took Cassini’s data and became famous for figuring out the speed of light. He only had two 

problems. One was that the timing was not quite correct and the second was that he didn’t know the diameter of 

Earth’s orbit. He used the data that he had and came up with 211,000 km/s. The modern accepted value is 

300,000 km/s. Roemer speed was 70% of the modern value. Pretty close considering the data he had to work 

with! 

 

 
 

The earlier diagram was impossible. This one shows a more realistic way of looking at the view of the satellites 

entering and leaving the shadow of Jupiter. The angles shown here are really exaggerated but they will give you 
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the idea. I believe they watched the moon disappear into the shadow. The problem with this is that it is not an 

instantaneous event. Using the poor telescopes available at the time would also make this tough. The biggest 

source of error was not knowing how far away Jupiter was from the earth. This made charting future eclipse 

times very difficult. 

 

 
In 1668 Cassini was invited to Paris by King Louis XIV. He needed the permission of the Senate of Bologna 

and Pope Clement IX. They believed he would be gone only two years, so they gave their permission.  

 

 
He arrived in Paris in 1669. He was 43 years old and would spend the rest of his life in France.   
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In 1671 he became head of the Paris Observatory. 

 

In 1673 he became a French citizen and changed his name to Jean-Dominique. 

 

In 1674 he married the daughter of the lieutenant general of the Count of Clermont, who was rich and powerful, 

and she came with a very generous dowry. They had two sons the youngest of which succeeded his father as the 

director of the observatory. He is generally known as Cassini II. Four generations of Cassini held the position of 

director of the observatory. Surprisingly, they were known as Cassini I, II, III and IV. 

 

 
This handsome gentleman is Cassini’s great grandson, known as Cassini IV. 
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These long telescopes are some of the scopes produced by Giuseppe Campani of Rome bought by King Louis 

for Cassini. 

 

 
This image shows the scopes being used at the Paris Observatory. Apparently, the images produced by these 

telescopes were pretty good. But I can’t imagine how you found your target as the field of view must’ve been 

minuscule. 
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In Paris he continued to make new discoveries. He was the first person to observe the four brightest moons of 

Saturn. He discovered the gap in the rings which we now call Cassini’s division. He correctly surmised that the 

rings must be made of smaller particles in orbit around Saturn. 

 

 
He drew a map of the moon which remained the best map available until the invention of astronomical 

photography. 
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This moon maiden can be found on his map. It is not known if Cassini did this on purpose or by accident or 

whether it is a joke courtesy of his engraver. 

 

 
If we look at this Hubble image of Saturn the Cassini division is obvious. The rings are angled to give us a good 

view, the gap is 3000 miles wide and the focus is perfect. Many of us have looked at Saturn through pretty good 

telescopes and if the seeing is not good the division can be hard to see. 
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Given the optical technology of 1670s, what did Saturn look like to Cassini? Not only did they need to figure 

out what shape to make the lenses and then to grind the lenses to that shape, they needed to develop clear and 

bubble free glass. It looks like Giuseppe Campani had it figured out. He solved the problem of colours splitting 

when they go through a single lens by making his telescopes with extremely high focal ratios. His lenses were 

four or 5 inches in diameter with focal lengths ranging from 10 feet to 100 feet. These were f/30 to f/240 lenses! 

 

 
This question was also asked by Julien Lozi, an optical scientist at the University of Arizona. He led a team that 

studied the optics available to Cassini. They found the quality of the lenses was excellent. In one lens the Strehl 

ratio was 0.94 where 1 is perfect. This is good even for modern lenses.  
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Using their findings, they produced a simulated image of what Saturn would have looked like to Cassini. As 

you can see the division is visible but not exactly obvious. 

 

 
It is now time to discuss the connection between Cassini and the map of France. 
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King Louis XIV and his officials, primarily Jean-Baptiste Colbert, the Comptroller General of Finance, decided 

for political, financial, and military reasons that they needed an accurate map of France. This was a big problem 

as France is the largest country in Europe with an area of 600,000 km². It also has a land boundary of more than 

6000 km. Many of the countries on the other side of this boundary were not friendly to France. 

 

It was decided that a map of this magnitude would require both surveying and astronomical methods. Who 

would be better at this than Cassini as he was both an astronomer and a mathematician? 
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Before I go any further, I’m going to briefly review how we measure the earth. I do realize that you all know 

this, but a reminder won’t hurt. Latitude refers to the lines that run east and west around the earth parallel to the 

equator. They are measured in degrees up and down from the equator. Here in Ottawa, we are about 45° north 

of the equator. Longitude refers to lines that run north and south and pass through both the North and South 

Poles. Zero longitude passes through the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, England. I guess when you rule the 

waves you get to choose the starting point. Ottawa is about 76° West of Greenwich. 

 

 
Here is a globe with the lines of latitude shown. But how do you measure them? 
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You sight the elevation of the star from your position on the earth. You can measure the angle from the surface 

of the earth or from a pendulum aiming straight at the middle of the earth. You then compare that angle to the 

angle that a person standing on the equator would get. Stars are so far away that the light arriving from them is 

parallel anywhere it hits the earth. Your latitude is the difference between your reading and that of the person 

standing on the equator. 

 

We have two obvious problems with this method. First you need somebody standing on the equator to give you 

the reference reading and second you both need to take the readings at the same time as the stars will be moving 

across the sky. 

 

You actually don’t need somebody standing on the equator, you just need to know how high your particular star 

would be if you were standing on the equator. You can read that value from a chart that somebody else 

prepared. 

 

The timing problem can be solved by measuring the star when it is highest in the sky. That will be when the star 

is straight south of you and is crossing the Meridian. As you watch the star it will climb and then start to 

descend. When it changes altitude, make your reading. At the moment the star is at its peak it is travelling 

parallel to the horizon so timing errors produce only small altitude errors. 

.   
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Here is a globe with the lines of longitude shown. Measuring your longitude on earth is a much more difficult 

problem. 

 

 
 

This view of the earth is from above. That is, we are looking straight down on the North Pole. The procedure is 

somewhat similar to finding latitude. You sight a star to the east or west, (as in this illustration) and compare 
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your value of the stars’ elevation with the value measured by someone standing on the prime Meridian. (Or 

wherever you wish to start your measuring) 

 

Again, we would need a chart with the altitudes of suitable stars as measured at the prime Meridian and we 

compare our altitude to those. But the timing problem is really tough to handle. You have to remember that in 

the 1600s they didn’t have accurate clocks. 

 

If you were standing on earth somewhere near the equator you would be zipping along at about 1600 km/h or 28 

km/minute. That means your longitude measurement will be incorrect by 1600 km for every hour that your 

clock is wrong. Even a mistake of one-minute results in a 28 km error. When you are on a sailing ship in the 

middle of the ocean looking for a tropical island the size of a pinhead this error matters. 

 

 
As I mentioned earlier, Galileo had suggested using the eclipsing of the moon Io behind Jupiter as a timing 

method. Cassini spent much time trying to set up tables of these eclipses but couldn’t accurately predict their 

occurrence due mostly to earth being different distances from Jupiter as it spins around the sun. 
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But if you send people out to observe a star and they all do it at the same time you can find their relative 

longitudes. If you are staying in the same country this should be possible. Pick a star and tell the people you 

send out to record its elevation exactly when Io disappears into Jupiter’s shadow two weeks from tomorrow. 

Then they all gather back together, and compare data, the relative longitudes can be calculated. This is what 

Cassini did in France. They calculated a bunch of longitudes in the country and then used good old fashioned 

surveying techniques to triangulate all the towns and rivers in between. 
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For political reasons and the fact it was close to home, they started with a map of the area surrounding Paris. 

 

 
They also mapped the coastline of France. You can see the prime Meridian going through Paris. [What a 

surprise] Because they were able to measure the longitudes accurately for the first time in history, they got the 

West Coast of France in its correct location. The dark line is Cassini’s, and the fine line is what they thought it 
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was before. You can see that Cassini managed to shrink France. This did not make him popular with the king 

who declared, “Cassini has taken more of my kingdom that I have won in all my wars.” 

 

 
This mapmaking project took way longer and was much more expensive than they first planned. The King ran 

out of money and the new Kings were not interested in paying. The citizens of France were suspicious when 

strangers appeared in their villages with weird looking instruments and were asking many questions. They often 

got no help whatsoever. Eventually the mapmaking was privatized, and they sold shares in the endeavor. It also 

took four generations of Cassinis to almost get the map finished. That is Cassini I to Cassini IV. By the time 

Cassini IV rolled around the King had been beheaded during the French Revolution. Apparently, Cassini IV 

narrowly missed the same fate, but the revolutionaries nationalized his map which really annoyed Cassini IV. 

When done (almost) the map had grown to 182 sheets. 
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Why, you ask do I have a picture of Napoleon on this page? In 1814, almost 20 years after Cassini IV lost 

control of the maps and almost 150 years after Cassini I started the project, Napoleon was getting ready for his 

last battle before being exiled to the island of Elba. He and his officers were billeted with the local priest. The 

priest was astonished that they knew all the names of the local villages. He was sure that they were from the 

area themselves. They then showed him Cassini’s maps listing all this information. The maps were so good that 

even Napoleon used them for battle planning. 

 

 
Cassini’s tables of the eclipse of Jupiter’s moons were now being used to calculate longitudes all around the 

Earth. This was especially important to sailors. 

By the way, the English solved this timing problem by inventing a better clock. This was constructed by John 

Harrison in 1761 after 30 years of development! His reward was 20,000 pounds which would be worth 

$2,500,000 today. The trouble he had collecting this reward is a great story in itself! 
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In 1687 Newton came up with his Law of Universal Gravitation. This law predicted that the earth would be flat 

at the poles and bulging at the equator. 

 

Cassini did not like this idea and refused to believe it. He felt this way even though he had seen the flattened 

Jupiter! Cassini was a traditionalist and in general did not like new theories. Newton was also a rather pompous 

Englishman and I wonder if this influenced his thinking. 
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Cassini suggested that this could be tested by measuring a degree of latitude at the equator and then comparing 

it to a degree of latitude at the pole. But this test was not performed as no one would pay for it. 

  

You can see from this modern diagram that at high latitudes the normal to the surface of the earth does not point 

at the center of the earth. This would make degrees at the pole longer than at the equator. A degree of latitude at 

the pole is 111.7 km and at the equator a degree of latitude covers 110.6 km. This is a difference of .9 km or 900 

m. An easy way to think of this is that a circle with less curvature (flatter) has a longer radius than one that is 

more curved. (bulges) 

 

 
In 1672 Cassini sent Jean Richer, one of his assistants, to Cayenne, French Guiana in South America. Yes, this 

is where the French penal colony of Devil’s Island was located. It is almost 8000 km from Paris and almost 

5000 km south. Cayenne is at latitude 5° north and Paris is 49° north.  
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Cassini and Richer simultaneously measured the position of Mars in the sky. When Richer returned to Paris 

with his data they were able to calculate using parallax the distance between Earth and Mars. Since Kepler had 

already figured out the ratios of all the planetary orbits, they only needed one measurement to calculate all the 

others. This was the first-time planetary distances had been measured accurately. 
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While in French Guiana, Richer calculated the length of a pendulum that swung with a period of exactly 2 

seconds. He found this pendulum was 2.8 mm shorter that the pendulum in Paris that also had a period of 2 

seconds. This agreed with Newton’s theory of universal gravitation which suggested that the earth was flattened 

at the poles. Cassini thought they were both wrong. 

 

 
In 1695 Cassini returned to Italy for the first time in 26 years. He took with him his 18-year-old son, Jacques 

Cassini. They visited Genoa and Bologna. While in Bologna they repaired the pinhole sundial at the church of 

San Petronio. 
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By1709 Jacques Cassini had taken over most of his father’s duties including that of head of the Paris 

Observatory. Cassini’s health had started to fail, and his eyesight got so bad that by 1711 he was effectively 

blind. This is not a good state for a visual astronomer. His personality was such that he was able to accept his 

failing health with gentle good humour. He died in 1712 at the age of 87 years. 

 

 
I need to tell you about this illustration. It was the image that John Beutz used to illustrate his article on Cassini 

for his high school newspaper. The paper is called The Knight Errant and the school is in St. Louis Park, 

Minnesota. A Knight Errant is one of those Knights that wanders around the countryside doing good deeds. 
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During his life Cassini accomplished many things. Some of his achievements are: 

 

He used observations and parallax to find the distance to Mars. 

He found four of the moons of Saturn. 

He discovered the division in Saturn’s Rings and correctly realized that the rings were made up of many small 

particles in orbit around the planet. 

He shares the discovery of the great Red Spot on Jupiter with Robert Hooke. 

He found the length of day on Jupiter and Mars. 

He was the first to observe differential rotation within Jupiter’s Atmosphere. 

He mapped the Moon. 

He mapped France using astronomical determination of latitude and longitude. 
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Cassin has been given many honours. Some of these are: 

 

The Cassini Division of Saturn’s Rings 

The Cassini Craters on the Moon and Mars 

The Cassini Spacecraft which has studied Saturn and many of its satellites, observed Jupiter and the 

Heliosphere. 

And best of all, many statues of Cassini, one of which is in the Musee Louvre in Paris! 

 

It is easy to criticize Cassini for his theoretical mistakes, but he was not a theorist. He was a brilliant observer! 

 

The End. 
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Monthly Challenge Objects 
By Oscar Echeverri 
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Submitted Images 
 

Oscar Echeverri 

 

This is Oscar’s image of Sinus Iridium that I missed including last month. Sorry Oscar. 
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Total Lunar Eclipse May 15+16th 2022 

 

Total Lunar Eclipse Occultation 
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Markarian's Chain 

 

Eyes Galaxies 
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Messier 51 
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Leo Quartet 

Howard Simkover 

The sky was crystal clear at dawn today - Sunday, May 29th. I was on my roof in Sandy Hill from 3:40 a.m. to 

4:30 a.m., to see the very close conjunction of Jupiter and Mars. They were just 35 minutes of arc apart. 
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The wide-angle view shows Jupiter and Mars at the right, and Venus at the lower left. All of these photos were 

taken with a tripod-mounted Nikon D5100, using a 16 - 85 mm. Zoom lens at various settings. 

 

Jupiter and Mars 4_May 29, 2022 
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Jupiter and Mars 5_May 29, 2022 

 

Jupiter Mars and Venus at lower left 1_May 29, 2022 
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Richard Taylor 

 

Crater Maginus 2022-05-09 

Here's my best shot of the cater Maginus, the Lunar Challenge for this month. This crater is between Tycho and 

Clavius in the middle south of the moon, so it is nicely lit just after the first quarter phase. Like Clavius, the rim 

of Maginus is speckled with many other smaller craters. 
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Crater Maginus 2022-05-08 

On the day of the first quarter phase, the sun is just rising on Maginus. The western rim must be quite high, 

because it becomes lit sooner than most of the surrounding features. Switching between these two photos shows 

how the sunrise progresses over an Earthly day. 

These two pictures are stacks of the best 10% of frames from 5-minute videos using a ZWO ASI178MC camera 

on a Bausch and Lomb 8" SCT 
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Eclipse single 

Of course, the highlight of the past month was the lunar eclipse on May 15. Here in Ottawa, the weather was 

rainy and cloudy for most of the day, but the southern sky over the Experimental Farm cleared EXACTLY in 

time for the umbral shadow to start moving onto the moon. Here is the start of totality, taken at 11:26 pm. 
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Eclipse multiple 

This multiple shot shows all the phses of the eclipse that were visible from my location: starting at 10:25 on the 

right and progressing until 12:25 on the left. Then fog moved in. 

For the eclipse, I used my Canon M100 mirrorless camera on a William Optics Zenithstar Z73 telescope. 
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NGC 4651 - Here is the Intermediate Challenge object: NGC 4651, or the Umbrella Galaxy. A bit small and 

faint for my Ottawa backyard 

 

NGC 4565 - The Needle Galaxy or Berenices Hair Clip is a more interesting target at this time of year. It's a bit 

difficult to find in light-polluted skies, but I managed to star-hop all the way from Denebola. 

The galaxy pictures are stacks of 30s exposures using the ASI178MC camera on the William Optics Z73 

telescope. I'm trying some new plug-ins for PixInsight: NoiseXterminator and Generaised Hyperbolic Stretch 
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Paul Klauninger 

 

Total lunar eclipse 2022-05-16 

 

Lunar eclipse with drone trail_2022-05-16 
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Tau Herculid meteors - 1_2022-05-31 
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Tau Herculid meteors - 2_2022-05-31 
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The Eyes_NGC 4435 & 4438_Paul Klauninger 

 

Members In the News 
 

In the latest SkyNews (July-August 2022), Ottawa Centre’s Chuck O’Dale has an article on meteor craters in 

Canada.  Congratulations Chuck. 
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Public Star Parties 
 

We’re baaack!  Live Public Star parties have returned to the Ottawa Centre.  Here is a list of the dates. 

Check the website for the GO/NO GO call and any further information.  Thanks Andrea! 

  
Saturday, June 4, Carp 

  

Saturday, July 2nd (July 30 as backup) 

  

August 19th, (20th backup), Carp 

  

September 2nd, Carp 

  

October 1st, Aviation Museum 

  
  

FLO Star Party Dates for 2022 
 Our Ottawa Centre’s Members’ Star Parties at the FLO will continue this winter.  If you haven’t 

attended before, be sure to mark at least one of these dates on your calendar.  You are welcome to bring 

family members or a guest.  The GO/NO GO call will be made on the Centre mailing list, about noon 

the day of the star party.   

 

 DATES for the rest of the Year 

 April 2 -Waxing Crescent 1.9%  NO GO 

 April 30 – New Moon  GO !! Great skies and a great evening 

 May 28 – Waning Crescent 3.4%  NO GO 

 June 25 - Waning Crescent 8.3% 

 July 30 - Waxing Crescent 5.2% 

 August 27 - New Moon 

 September 24 - Waning Crescent 

 October 22 - Waning Crescent 

 November 26 - Waxing Crescent 13.7% 

 December 17 - Waning Crescent 33% 
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Next Meeting 
7:30 PM Friday July 8, 2022.  This will be A VIRTUAL MEETING ON ZOOM.  Watch for email updates.  

Note there will be no $4.00 parking fee. The meeting runs until 9:30 pm 

PLUS: all our regular meeting features: Ottawa Skies, 10-minute Astronomy News Update, Observation 

Reports and, sadly, no Door Prizes!   

All RASC monthly meetings are free and open to members and non-members alike. A reminder that 

refreshments will be available in your fridge for all virtual meetings or at Mick’s place where there is, I hear, 

FREE BEER.  When we return to in person meetings at the Aviation and Space Museum this will be a 

wonderful opportunity to meet new friends (and catch up with those old friends you haven’t seen in a couple of 

years) who share a common interest and chat in a relaxed, stimulating, and fun environment.  Please join us! 

 

Centre Information 
To subscribe (or unsubscribe) to our members-only discussion list (rascottawa@googlegroups.com ) please 

contact secretary@ottawa.rasc.ca . 

The Ottawa Centre 2022 Council 

 

President: Stephen Nourse (president@ottawa.rasc.ca) 

Vice President: Dave Chisholm 

Secretary: Chris Teron (secretary@ottawa.rasc.ca) 

Treasurer: Richard Taylor (treasurer@ottawa.rasc.ca) 

Centre Meeting Chair: Mick Wilson (meetingchair@ottawa.rasc.ca) 

Councillors: Carmen Rush, Gerry Shewan, Jim Sofia 

National Council Representatives: Mick Wilson, OPEN 

Past President: Mike Moghadam 

 

2022 Appointed Positions 

 

Membership: Art Fraser  

Star Parties: Andrea Girones 

Fred Lossing Observatory: Rick Scholes (flo@ottawa.rasc.ca) 

Light Pollution Abatement: David Guretzki 

Public Outreach Coordinator: OPEN  

Hospitality: OPEN 

Stan Mott Astronomy Library: Estelle Rother 

Ted Bean Telescope Library: Darren Weatherall 

Webmaster:  Mick Wilson (webmaster@ottawa.rasc.ca)  

AstroNotes Editors: Gordon Webster & Douglas Fleming (astronotes@ottawa.rasc.ca)  
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